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Crop Circles: Real or Manmade? It’s the Wrong Question.
New Book by Sociologist Reveals Startling Discovery

After an exhaustive 5-year study, a new book by Simeon Hein, Ph.D., reveals important new

evidence about the crop circle phenomenon. Based on extensive research, Dr. Hein Opening Minds: A

Journey of Extraordinary Encounters, Crop Circles, and Resonance is “one of the most fascinating books on the

Crop Circles Phenomenon.” The author shows that crop circles are both a manmade phenomenon and

one that is capable of exhibiting real, anomalous energies not easily explained by science.

Opening Minds challenges our mechanistic ideas about the universe and shows us new possibilities

based on subtle-energy sciences.It deals with phenomena that our traditional beliefs do not easily

explain. Crop circles. Remote viewing. ETs. And yet, the author, a social scientist, navigates a difficult

path, explaining the unexplainable, opening our minds in the process.

       Hein, a remote-viewing instructor at the Mount Baldy Institute in Boulder, Colorado, shares his

experiences with psychic perception, crop circle research, and extraterrestrial contact. Through the

science of resonance, the reader learns of startling new scientific discoveries that shatter our

conventional belief systems. Filled with original line art and color photos, the book provides undeniable

evidence of human encounters with the unknown.  Hein shows how ordinary humans can break out of

the bounds of ordinary perception into a mysterious, holographic, and multidimensional universe.

What the reviewers are saying:

“A superb book from a man who is in sync with the next generation of understanding natural

sciences.  This is one of the most fascinating books on the Crop Circle Phenomenon I have read.  One

of those you need to be comfortable before you open the pages.  I could not put it down and felt totally

refreshed when I had read it. You ‘know’ before you have read but two chapters that Dr. Simeon Hein

is on a path which makes sense.  

Full of thought-provoking ideas and concepts from start to finish.  Truly a superb piece of work.”

                                                -Colin Andrews, crop circle researcher and Author



“Dr. Hein takes the reader on a thought-expanding tour of some of the latest scientific literature

and studies . . . The empowering information in the book . . . could change lives.” - 

                                       -Jim Marrs, author and journalist

“Opening Minds is the ‘Betty Crocker’ of crop circle books.”

                                       -Judith Moore, author of Crop Circles Revealed

“If you have the key you have the ability to understand: Simeon Hein’s book is that key.”

                                      -David Kingston, crop circle researcher since 1976.

“I recommend the book as by far the most realistic and enlightening on the subject of the

circles I have ever seen.  Dr. Hein's discussion of UFOs and remote viewing are equally insightful.”

                           -Peter R. Sorensen, crop circle researcher and videographer
 

Simeon Hein has a Ph.D. in sociology and runs the Mount Baldy Institute for Resonant Viewing

(www.MountBaldy.com) in Boulder, Colorado.

Available for $19.95 from Atlas Books (800-247-6553), New Leaf, Amazon.com, 1stBooks.com, and

directly from the publisher.   www.OpeningMinds.info 
Opening Minds by Simeon Hein. Original Edition. ISBN 0-9715863-0-6.  5¼ by 8¼. 206 pages, over 65 illustrations

and photos. Published  August 1st, 2002.                       ###


